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Clean and brighten new wood
siding, decks, and fences
Just because your deck, siding,
fencing, or log siding is newly built or
installed doesn't mean the wood is
clean enough to treat. Construction
dust, spores, and even car exhaust
has affected your wood. Try wiping it
with a damp white towel you'll see
how much dirt comes off!
Applying finish on top of dirt can
result in disaster. This goes for wood
that is already stained too but needs
a re-coat. Fungi may grow and be
trapped under the finish where you
can't clean it off.
Clean & Brite eliminates this possibility by cleaning, brightening, and even
removing tannin stains in preparation
for treating or re-treating decks, wood
siding, fences, or log homes.
Clean concrete, stone, and
masonry surfaces
Like outdoor wood surfaces, concrete
walkways, patios, stonework, or driveways can become slippery, and dingy
due to dirt and fungus. Clean & Brite
does a great job of cleaning up
masonry surfaces.

Clean and brighten your new log home before applying finishes
A newly stacked log home is by no means clean after its been exposed to road
pollution during transportation, settling dust and pollen during construction, and
exposure to airborne mildew spores. Clean and brighten those logs before
applying treatments to avoid trapping contaminates under the finish.
Use Clean & Brite as a yearly maintenance wash
Log homes are more susceptible to dirt accumulation because the upper curve
of the log is like a shelf where dust and spores collect. It’s important to wash a
log home every year to reduce dirt accumulation which can lead to the growth
of mold. Cleaning your outdoor wood siding, deck, fence or log home just helps
the finish last longer too.
Don’t use bleach as a cleaner!

Clean your stone and pathways too

Bleach is environmentally toxic, strips natural color from wood, and makes
wood pulpy over time. Bleach also degrades and chemically compromises
wood finishes. Clean & Brite, a citric acid based cleaner gets the job done
without the negative repercussions of bleach.
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